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When you receive the API Kit delivery box, it will be in your "Objects" folder and will
be named "Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 API Kit." If you haven't done so already, perform the
following steps:

1. Rez the API Kit delivery box.
2. Note the API channel number displayed in the chat window. Write this number

down (including the minus sign).
3. Touch (left-click) the box to open it.
4. Click on the "Copy to Inventory" button.

The contents of the delivery box should now be in your inventory in a folder named
"Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 API Kit."

This API Kit includes the following items:

 API Channel (Script): Copy/Transfer/No-modify script you can query to get
owner's API channel number.

 API Channel Query Example (Object): Demonstrates how your script can get the
owner's API channel number in products you sell that interface with Subscriber
Kiosk. You can examine and/or modify its script.

 API ChannelID (Script): This Copy/no-transfer/no-modify script displays your
API channel number.

 API Kit Installation and Setup Instructions: This notecard.

 API Tester (Object): A device for testing your API. You can also examine and/or
modify its script.

 API User Guide: A description of all API command and reply messages with
examples.

 Application Notes for API Channel Query Example: Describes the example
scripts.

 Application Notes for API Tester: Describes how to use API tester.

 Subscriber Verifier Example (Object): An example of a scripted object that
communicates with Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 via the API.



The scripts in the API Tester, Subscriber Verifier Example and API Channel Query
Example have both copy and modify permissions so you can view, copy or modify them
as a starting point for building your own API applications.

In order to communicate via the API, the Master Kiosk must be equipped with a
"Subscriber API" script. This script is included with all version 3.0 Master Kiosks
purchased after November 20, 2008 and can be installed in any previously purchased
version 3.0 Master Kiosk using Update Kit 2 (previously sent to all applicable Subscriber
Kiosk 3.0 owners). The API is not applicable to older version (e.g. 2.41) kiosks, however
older versions can be upgraded to 3.0. Both Update Kit 2 and upgrades from older
versions can be obtained at no cost to current owners from the Subscriber Kiosk 3.0
vendor at our in-world Store, Night Sky - Fred's Corner.

In order to access the API, your scripts need to use the object owner's API channel
number. Your API channel number is displayed in the chat window when you rez the
API Kit delivery box. It is also displayed when you rez the API Tester. Before using the
API Tester and Subscriber Verifier Example, you must modify their scripts to specify
your API channel number and the name of the Master Kiosk with which you want them
to communicate. You will find the variables API_CHAN (or API_CHANNEL) and
KIOSK_NAME in the "Constants" section near the beginning of the example scripts.
Replace the placeholder values for these variables with your specific values.

To use the API Tester, you must also set the AV1 and AV2 constants to the keys
(UUIDs) of two avatars, generally yourself and an alt or friend. These will be used to test
functions such as SUB_ADD, SUB_DEL and SUB_FIND.

If you are developing Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 accessory products that use the API, and you
intend to give or sell these products to others, you should include the "API Channel"
script in those products. This allows your application's script to obtain the new owner's
API channel number from the "API Channel" script (via linked messages) without
requiring them to purchase the Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 API Kit or being aware of their API
channel number. The full API Kit is intended primarily for developers so there is no need
to burden your customers with the extra cost of the API Kit and entering of their API
channel number into your accessory application. Examine the "API Channel Query
Example" object and its script for details.

NOTE: Do not confuse the "API Channel" and "API ChannelID" scripts. The "API
ChannelID" script is only intended for API Kit owners to identify their own API channel
and is non-transferrable. The "API Channel" script is intended for developers to include
in products they sell and is copyable and transferrable.

See the API User Guide, API Tester object and Subscriber Verifier Example object for
details and examples of how to use the Subscriber Kiosk 3.0 API. If you have any
questions or comments, please send me an IM (or preferably a notecard with details).
Also feel free to post a comment on http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com.

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/221/142/115?title=Night%20Sky%20-%20Fred's%20Corner
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============
DISCLAIMER
============
SUBSCRIBER KIOSK AND RELATED PRODUCTS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS",
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.


